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diagnose test deploymanager reloadconf: Reload configuration
from the FortiGate
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NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the following.
R1#sh ip eigrp top all
IP-EIGRP Topology Table for AS (192.168.13.1)
Codes: P - Passive, A - Active, U - Update, Q- Query, R Reply,
r - reply Status, s - sia Status
P 10.0.0.0/8, 1 successors, FD is 3586560, serno 8
via 192.168.1.5 (3586560/3074560), Serial0/0
P 192.168.100.0/24, 2 successors, FD is 409600, serno 5
via 192.168.13.3 (409600/128256), FastEthernet0/1
via 192.168.12.3 (435200/409600), FastEthernet0/0
Which statement about the 192 168.100 0/24 destination network
is true?
A. The metric installed into the route table is 435200.
B. The metric installed into the route table is 128256.
C. The Reported Distance for the Successor is 128256.
D. The Reported Distance for the Feasible Successor is 409600.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following printer processes would be LEAST
suitable for creating archival documents?
A. Impact
B. Laser
C. Thermal

D. Inkjet
Answer: C
Explanation:
Theprinted area from a Direct Thermal printer can potentially
fade over time. If the label is exposed to excessive light or
heat the material will darken to the point that text may become
unreadable and barcodes may lose their ability to be scanned.
For this reason, Direct Thermal printing cannot be recommended
for "lifetime" applications. While the readability of labels
printed with Direct Thermal printing can vary greatly depending
upon the environment that the labels are used in, the printing
technology still provides enough of a lifespan for common bar
code applications such as shipping labels, receipt labels, and
nametag labels.
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